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INTERFACE FOR CAR-MOUNTED DEVICES

by voice recognizing means that recognizes the Word uttered
by the operator, and forms a control signal for the device that

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION

is to be controlled.

Namely, the device to be controlled is speci?ed not by
relying upon the gesture alone or the voice alone, but by

This application is based upon, claims the bene?t of prior

relying upon a combination of the tWo. Even by using a

ity of, and incorporates by reference the contents of Japanese

simple gesture of hand and a simple Word, therefore, it is
possible to greatly reduce the risk that the unintended motion
or the utterance of the Word of the operator is incorrectly

Patent Application No. 2003-419752 ?led on Dec. 17, 2003.

recognized to be meaningful.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The state of hand clearly expresses matters that can be

dif?cultly expressed by Words, such as a spatial position. As
compared to the case of using only voice recognition, the

This invention relates to an interface for car-mounted

devices for operating, in a non-contacting manner, a plurality
of car-mounted devices spatially arranged in a scattered man

operator’s intention can be reliably speci?ed With a small
amount of processing.
It is preferable that the state of hand expressing the hand
data includes at least any one of the shape of hand, the motion
of hand or the position of hand. Further, it is considered that
the shape of hand expresses, particularly, the direction of

ner.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

For enhancing safety in driving a vehicle, technology has
been proposed to enable a driver to operate various car

20

knoWn, for example, devices for inputting instructions and
data by gesture (body action or Waving a hand) by utilizing
image recognition (e. g., see JP-A-2000-7599l and JP-A
2002-149304) and devices for inputting instruction uttering

predetermined Words by utilizing voice recognition.
Among them, the devices utilizing image recognition must

the position of hand is effective in concretely specifying the
25

Here, if, for example, a preset demonstrative pronoun is

30

don’t divert the operator’s attention from the driving. When
the gestures are simple, hoWever, it may happen that an unin
tended motion by the operator is incorrectly recognized as a
35

By using the devices utilizing the voice recognition, on the
40

dif?cult to learn a lot of reserved Words.
In recent years, on the other hand, a method for recognizing

successful implementation of such a method is still a very

Accordingly, the operator simply makes his hand gesture
45

name of the device to be controlled or cannot correctly utter
its name.

The device to be controlled is not selected unless the
demonstrative pronoun is uttered. Therefore, the device to be
controlled is not selected by the simple hand gesture even

that is mounted on a vehicle not being able to maintain the

operation in real time.
Further, When the instruction and data include a spatial

strative pronoun such as “this” or “it”, any desired car
mounted device can be selected.

and utters a demonstrative pronoun to very easily and reliably
select a device to be controlled even When he has forgotten the

voice in a natural language has been researched. HoWever,
long Way from realization. Even if it Was realized, there Would
still be a problem related to the processing ability of the CPU

nal-forming means speci?es the device to be controlled based
on the hand data detected by the hand data detecting means,
and forms a control signal for changing over the operating
condition of the speci?ed device that is to be operated.
In this case, When the shape of hand or the motion of hand
is used as hand data, and the direction of hand speci?ed by the
shape of hand is corresponded to the car-mounted device in
advance or the direction speci?ed by the motion of hand is

corresponded to the car-mounted device in advance, by sim
ply directing the hand to the car-mounted device that is
desired to be controlled, or by moving the hand toWard the
car-mounted device, folloWed by the utterance of the demon

of one or more of the car-mounted devices.

other hand, the operator must learn reserved Words. When the
operation is complex or When there are many car-mounted
devices that must be operated, hoWever, the operator ?nds it

position to Where the air is to be bloWn.

recognized by the voice recognizing means, the control sig

be designed so that the gestures that are used are simple and

meaningful gesture, thereby resulting in incorrect operation

hand (direction pointed by a ?nger).
The direction of hand can be preferably used for specifying
the direction in Which the device to be controlled is located.
Further, When the device to be controlled is an air conditioner,

mounted devices such as a navigation unit, audio equipment,
air conditioner, etc. Without requiring the driver to greatly
divert attention, such as, moving eyes to see a greatly deviated
direction, extending his arms, and so on. There have been

50

position, it is very dif?cult to express the spatial position by
using a natural language. Even if the natural language voice

When it is unintendedly made by the operator.
The control signal-forming means may be so constituted as

to specify the device to be controlled based on the hand data
detected by the hand data detecting means, and to form a

recognition is possible, it is dif?cult to give a proper instruc
tion or information.

control signal for causing the speci?ed device to operate to
55

meet the reserved Word When the reserved Word correspond

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

ing to the operation for the speci?ed device is recognized by

In order to solve the above problems, a concern of the
present disclosure is to provide an interface for car-mounted
60

the voice recognizing means.
That is, When the operation of the device to be controlled
can be expressed by a Word that can be intuitively compre
hended (such as “tum on” or “tum off”), the Word may be

devices capable of reliably operating a plurality of car
mounted devices in a non-contacting manner Without the

used as a reserved Word to obtain the same effect as that of

need of learning complex gestures or a lot of reserved Words.

When the above demonstrative pronoun is used because it
requires a small burden to store the reserved Word.
Moreover, When the above demonstrative pronoun is used

In the interface for car-mounted devices, control signal
forming means speci?es a device mounted on the car that is to
be controlled based upon a combination of the result detected

by hand data detecting means that detects hand data express
ing the state of the operator’s hand and the result recognized

65

under a condition Where there are a plurality of devices to be

controlled, it becomes necessary to conduct plural operations
to place the speci?ed devices in a desired state. By using a

US 7,437,488 B2
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reserved Word, however, the devices to be controlled can be
changed over to a desired state through one time of operation.

When the shape of hand is used as the hand data, the hand
data detecting means may be so constituted that the extracting
means extracts the hand portion Which is a region Where the

Further, the control signal-forming means may be so con
stituted that the device to be controlled is speci?ed based on
the hand data detected by the hand data detecting means
When, for example, a preset demonstrative pronoun is recog

hand is imaged by the input image from the camera imaging
the operator’s hand, and that the shape specifying means
compares the shape of hand portion picked up by the extract

nized by the voice recognizing means, and a control signal for
causing the speci?ed device to operate to meet the reserved
Word is formed When the reserved Word corresponding to the

ing means With the shape of the templates that have been
prepared in advance, and speci?es the shape of the most
matching template as the shape of hand. The shape of hand
speci?ed by the shape specifying means is used as the hand

operation for the speci?ed device is recognized by the voice
recognizing means during an alloWable time set in advance
after the device to be controlled is speci?ed.
Further, the control signal-forming means may be consti
tuted so that the device to be controlled is speci?ed based on

the hand data detected by the hand data detecting means
When, for example, a preset demonstrative pronoun is recog
nized by the voice recognizing means, and a control signal for
specifying the operation of the device to be controlled is
formed based on the hand data detected by the hand data
detecting means and for causing the speci?ed device to oper
ate When the preset demonstrative pronoun is recognized
again by the voice recognizing means during an alloWable
time set in advance after the device to be controlled is speci
?ed.
Namely, the operation for specifying the device to be con

data.
When the position of hand is used as the hand data, further,
the hand data detecting means may be so constituted that the
extracting means extracts the hand portion Which is a region

Where the hand is imaged by the input image from the camera

imaging the operator’s hand, and that the position specifying
means speci?es the center of gravity of the hand portion
picked up by the extracting means as the position of hand. The
20

25

trolled and the operation for specifying the operation for the
executed in tWo steps.

In these cases, When the respective operations in the
30

35

of hand).

40

the air is bloWn out from the vent of the air conditioner is

controlled to be directed to the position of the hand, making it
45

(continuously).
The interface for car-mounted devices of the invention may

be provided With operation permission means Which detects
the position of the operator’s hand and permits the operation
50

55

based on the input image from a plurality of cameras arranged
at different positions.
In this case, the degree of freedom increases in the direction
of motion even When the motion is simple. Therefore, even a
simple motion can be used for specifying an increased num

60

ber of devices and operations depending upon the direction of
motion.
It is preferable that the control signals formed by the con

image the speci?ed region.
In this case, it is preferable that the camera is so disposed as

greatly reduced While improving the precision of extracting.

It is therefore preferable that the hand data detecting means
?nds a difference betWeen time-series frames in the input
image to pick up a region Where there is a motion in the input
image and set a permissible range of data for extracting based
on an average value of data for extracting in the region that is

tuted as to detect the hand data in a three-dimensional manner

Here, the operation permission means may be so consti

to image the speci?ed region at such an angle as Will not
include the passengers or the outer scenery (Which moves) on
the background as much as possible. As a result, the amount
of processing at the time of extracting the imaged hand can be

depending upon the surrounding conditions (Weather, direc
tion of incidence of sunlight, etc.). When the permissible
range of data for extracting is ?xed, therefore, the detection
precision varies depending upon the surrounding conditions.

Further, the hand data detecting means may be so consti

In this case, the device to be controlled is not selected or the

operation for the device to be controlled is not executed unless

tuted as to detect the position of the operator’ s hand based on
the image inputs from a camera Which is so disposed as to

The extracting means may be so constituted as to use at

least either the brightness or the color data of pixels consti
tuting the input image as data for extracting, and use, as the
hand portion, a region in the permissible range Where the data
for extracting have been set in advance in the input image.
Here, hoWever, the brightness or the color data varies

picked up.

speci?ed region.
the operator inputs the hand data by placing his hand in the
speci?ed region. This more reliably prevents incorrect opera
tion that is not intended by the operator.

means speci?es the center of gravity of the hand portion
picked up by the extracting means as the position of hand and
that the motion specifying means speci?es the time-series
fying means as the motion of hand. The motion of the hand
speci?ed by the motion specifying means is used as the hand
data.

When, for example, the position of the hand is used as the
hand data in specifying the operation, the direction in Which

of the hand data detecting means or of the control signal
forming means When the position of the hand is in a preset

Where the hand is imaged by the input image from the camera

change in the position of hand speci?ed by the position speci

This more reliably prevents incorrect operation of the device
Which is not intended by the operator.
In the latter case, in particular, the operation for the device
to be controlled is not corresponded to the voice (reserved
Word) but is corresponded to the hand data (state of hand), and
the voice is used as a trigger, thereby making it possible to
very easily and reliably select the device to be controlled and
to select the operation for the device to be controlled relying
only upon the demonstrative pronoun and the gesture (gesture

possible to instruct the control amount in an analog manner

Further, When the motion of hand is used as the hand data,
the hand data detecting means may be so constituted that the
extracting means extracts the hand portion Which is a region

imaging the operator’s hand, that the position specifying

device to be controlled are not executed at one time but are

respective tWo steps are not proper, the device is not operated.

position of hand speci?ed by the position specifying means is
used as the hand data.

trol signal-forming means are sent to the devices to be con
65

trolled through, for example, a communication netWork for
connecting the car-mounted devices to each other, i.e., the
interface for the car-mounted devices is connected to the
car-mounted devices through the communication netWork.

US 7,437,488 B2
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

car-mounted devices and the arrangement of the car-mounted

devices operated through the interface 1 for car-mounted
devices.
As illustrated in FIG. 1, the interface 1 for car-mounted
devices according to this embodiment includes an image
input unit 11 for imaging the operator who operates the car
mounted devices, a voice input unit 12 for collecting the

The above and other obj ects, features and advantages of the
present invention will become more apparent from the fol

lowing detailed description made with reference to the

accompanying drawings. In the drawings:
FIG. 1 is a block diagram schematically illustrating the

operator’s voice, a hand data detecting unit 13 (corresponds
to hand data detecting means) for detecting the hand data
representing the state of the operator’s hand from the image
(hereinafter referred to as “input image”) imaged by the
image input unit 11, a voice recogniZing unit 14 (corresponds
to voice recogniZing means) for recognizing the voice (here
inafter referred to as “input voice”) collected by the voice
input unit 12, and an integrated control unit 15 (corresponds

constitution of an interface for car-mounted devices accord
ing to a ?rst embodiment and a system using the same;
FIG. 2 is a view illustrating the arrangement of devices

constituting the interface for car-mounted devices and the

arrangement of the car-mounted devices operated through the
interface for car-mounted devices according to the ?rst

embodiment;
FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating the constitution of the
interface for car-mounted devices according to the ?rst

to control signal-forming means) for forming a control com
mand for the car-mounted devices based on the inputs from
the hand data detecting unit 13 and the voice recogniZing unit
14.

embodiment;
FIG. 4 is a ?owchart illustrating the contents of processing
executed by an integrated control unit according to the ?rst

embodiment;

20

FIGS. 5A-5C are views illustrating an input image, a

masked image and a hand portion extracting the image;
FIG. 6 is a view illustrating the contents of a motion pickup

processing;

25

FIGS. 7A-7B are diagrams illustrating a hand dictionary
and a device data table according to the ?rst embodiment;
FIGS. 8A-8B are diagrams illustrating device data tables
according to second and third embodiments;
FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating the constitution of an
interface for car-mounted devices according to the third

lamp 23 is arranged near the boundary between the ceiling
and the windshield. The car-mounted devices constituting the
30

The image input unit 11 comprises a CCD camera C1
which is arranged under the display screen of the navigation

FIG. 10 is a ?owchart illustrating the contents of process

21 and is set so as to image the left shoulder portion of the
35

operator from the front of the operator (see FIG. 5A). The
voice input unit 12 is a microphone M which is arranged on
the side of the operator’s seat, on the right side of the map
lamp 23 that is arranged at the center of the ceiling in the

FIG. 11 is a block diagram illustrating the constitution of
the interface for car-mounted devices according to a fourth

embodiment;
FIGS. 12A-12C are diagram illustrating a motion dictio
nary and a device data table according to the fourth embodi

group 2 of car-mounted devices are all well known and are not

described here in detail.

embodiment;
ing executed by the integrated control unit according to the
third embodiment;

The interface 1 for car-mounted devices is connected to a

group 2 of car-mounted devices such as navigation 21, air
conditioner (A/C) 22, map lamp 23, and etc. via a local area
network (hereinafter referred to as “LAN”) 3 installed in the
car. Referring to FIG. 2, a display screen 21a of the navigation
21 is arranged at a central portion of the instrument panel,
vents 22a and 22b of the air-conditioner 22 are arranged at
both the right and left ends of the instrument panel, and a map

direction of the car width. Namely, the CCD camera C1 and
40

the microphone M are arranged, regarding the occupant (i.e.,
the operator) on the operator’s seat as the operator, so as to

ment;
FIG. 13 is a block diagram illustrating the constitution of
the interface for car-mounted devices according to a ?fth

embodiment;
FIG. 14 is a view illustrating the arrangement of devices
constituting the interface for car-mounted devices and the

45

arrangement of the car-mounted devices operated through the
interface for car-mounted devices according to the ?fth

embodiment; and
FIG. 15 is a block diagram illustrating the constitution of
the interface for car-mounted devices according to a sixth
embodiment.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

with CPU, ROM, RAM, DSP (digital signal processor), etc.
50

Referring to FIG. 3, the hand data detecting unit 13 com
prises a handpickup unit 131 (correspond to extracting means
and shown as “HAND UNIT”) for extracting a region where
the hand is imaged (hereinafter referred to as “hand portion”)

55

responds to shape specifying means) for specifying the shape

60

of the hand portion picked up by the hand pickup unit 131.
Among them, the hand pickup unit 131 executes a masking
processing 31 for removing the image from the input image
except the region where the operator shows his hand at the
time of operation. Therefore, an image after the masking

from the input image, and a shape specifying unit 132 (cor

Embodiments of the invention will now be described with

reference to the accompanying drawings.
First Embodiment

(hereinafter referred to as “masked image”) illustrated in FIG.
5B is obtained from the input image illustrated in FIG. 5A.
Here, the region removed by the masking is the one that is set
in advance for each of operators by using the method of

FIG. 1 is a block diagram schematically illustrating the
constitution of an interface 1 for car-mounted devices to

which the invention is applied and a system using the inter
face for car-mounted devices, and FIG. 2 is a view illustrating
the arrangement of devices constituting the interface 1 for

image the state (motion) thereof and to collect the voice.
Next, FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating the hand data
detecting unit 13 and the voice recognizing unit 14 in detail.
FIG. 4 is a ?owchart illustrating the integrated control unit 15
in detail. The hand data detecting unit 13, the voice recogniZ
ing unit 14 and the integrated control unit 15 are all realiZed
as processing executed on a known microcomputer provided

65

learning.
Further, the hand pickup unit 131 executes a background
difference pickup processing 32 (corresponds to motion per

US 7,437,488 B2
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mission means and shown as “BG DIFF. PROCESSING”) for

processing 36 is executed again. In the re-sizing processing
37, a plurality ofmagni?cations (e.g., 0.8 times, 0.9 times, 1.1

obtaining the masked image at a preset timing (at a timing
When the operator’s hand has not been imaged in the input

times, 1.2 times) have been set in advance. When no regis
tered pattern has a degree of matching that reaches the loWer

image, such as When the door is opened/ closed or at the start

limit value, although the image matching processing 36 is

of the engine), and registering the thus obtained masked
image as a background image, and comparing the registered
background image With the masked images that are formed
successively, to judge Whether the body other than the back
motion pickup processing 33 for ?nding a difference betWeen
the frames for the masked images that are successively

executed at all of the above magni?cations, the hand portion
pickup image is canceled as having no corresponding pattern.
Next, as illustrated in FIG. 3, the voice recognizing unit 14
is provided With a voice dictionary 42 to Which are registered
feature data obtained by extracting features appearing on the
frequency spectrum of voice When each target Word to be
recognized in the voice recognition is uttered. This embodi

formed to pick up the region Where there is a motion betWeen

ment registers feature data of demonstrative pronouns such as

the frames (hereinafter referred to as “moving region”) (see
FIG. 6) and for ?nding average values of the brightness and

“that”, “it”, “this” and “here”.
First, the voice recognizing unit 14 ?nds a frequency spec
trum by subjecting the Waveform of input voice to the FFT
(Fast Fourier transform), and executes a spectrum analyzing
processing 41 for extracting the features of the input voice.

ground is imaged in the masked image.
At the same time, the hand pickup unit 131 executes a

the color difference (hereinafter referred to as “data for

extracting”) in the moving region. A majority proportion of
the moving region is the one Where the hand is imaged (i.e.,
hand portion), and the scene moving on the background and
the passenger on the rear seat are imaged very little. There

When the feature data of the input voice are picked up in the
20

spectrum analyzing processing 41, a voice matching process

fore, the average value of the data for extracting found by the
motion pickup processing 33 Well expresses the feature of the

ing 43 is executed to compare the feature data of the voice
picked up With the feature data of the demonstrative pronouns

hand portion.

registered in the voice dictionary 42, and notify the compared

Further, the hand pickup unit 131 executes a hand portion

pickup processing 34 by ?nding differences betWeen the

25

masked images that are successively formed and the data for

extracting found in the motion pickup processing 33, and
binary encoding the results by using a preset judging thresh

Markov model).
The integrated control unit 15 includes a device data table

old value in order to pick up, as the hand portion, a region
Where the brightness and the color difference are close to an
average brightness and an average color difference. This

30

tern numbers noti?ed from the hand data detecting unit 13 and

35

other than the background has been imaged on the masked

image, and the obtained hand portion pickup image is fed to
the shape specifying unit 132.
Here, instead of validating or invalidating the hand portion
pickup image, the motion pickup processing 33 or the hand
portion pickup processing 34 may be executed or the motion
of the shape specifying portion 132 may be permitted or
inhibited based on the result judged by the background dif
ference pickup processing 32.
The shape specifying unit 132 is equipped With a hand

lamp is turned off-“OFF”.
Described beloW With reference to the ?owchart of FIG. 4
50
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When the operator utters a demonstrative pronoun and the

value of a timer Which counts the Waiting time is reset (S120),
60

and it is determined Whether the hand data (pattern number) is
input from the hand data detecting unit 13, i.e., Whether the

hand portion pickup image matches With the registered pat

degree of matching of the registered pattern is larger than a
preset loWer-limit value.

tern (S130). When no hand data is input, it is determined

HoWever, When the degree of matching of the speci?ed
size of the hand portion pickup image, and the matching

is a processing executed by the integrated control unit 15.
When the processing starts, it is ?rst determined Whether
the voice recognizing unit 14 has input a result of comparison
that the voice is in match (feature data of the input voice and
the demonstrative pronoun match)(S10). This step is repeated
until the above result of comparison is input to stand by.

result of comparison is input from the voice recognizing unit
14 indicating that the voice is in match, the time-counting

tern as the hand data to the integrated control unit 15 When the

registered pattern does not reach the loWer-limit value, a
re-sizing processing 37 is executed to expand or contract the

are opened-“OPEN” and a state Where the vents are closed

“CLOSE”. The map lamp 23 has tWo states, i.e., a state Where
the map lamp is turned on-“ON” and a state Where the map

speci?es a registered pattern having the highest degree of
matching, and executes an image matching processing 36 to
notify a pattern number corresponding to the registered pat

number 3 (i.e., a state Where the handportion is pointing in the
right direction (left direction as vieWed from the operator’s
side)) is corresponded to the air conditioner vent 22b located
at the left end of the instrument panel. The air conditioner
vents 22a and 22b have tWo states, i.e., a state Where the vents

45

a shape directing the right direction correspond to pattern
numbers 1 to 3, respectively.

The shape specifying unit 132 ?nds the degree of matching
betWeen the registered patterns stored in the hand dictionary
35 and the hand portion pickup images supplied from the
hand pickup unit 131 relying upon the pattern matching,

state of the car-mounted devices. Here, the pattern number 1
(i.e., a state Where the hand portion is pointing in the left
direction (or right direction as vieWed from the operator’ s
side)) is corresponded to the air conditioner vent 2211 located
at the right end of the instrument panel, the pattern number 2
(i.e., a state Where the hand portion is pointing the upper

direction) is corresponded to the map lamp 23, and the pattern
40

dictionary 35 storing the registered patterns representing the
shapes of the hand portion and the pattern numbers corre
sponded thereto. FIG. 7A is a diagram illustrating an example
of the hand dictionary 35. In this embodiment, a shape direct
ing the left direction, a shape directing the upper direction and

(see FIG. 7B) indicating a correspondence betWeen the pat

the car-mounted devices, and storing the present operating

makes it possible to obtain a hand portion pickup image as
illustrated in FIG. 5C. In the hand portion pickup processing

34, hoWever, the obtained hand portion pickup image is
regarded to be effective preferably only When it is judged in
the background difference pickup processing 32 that a body

result (presence or absence of matching) to the integrated
control unit 15. The voice matching processing 43 may be
conducted by a knoWn method, such as by using a neural net,
a DP (dynamic programming) matching, or an HMM (hidden
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Whether the Waiting time (time-counting value of the timer)
after having con?rmed the voice matching is longer than a
preset alloWable time T1 (e.g., 3 seconds)(S140). When the
Waiting time is shorter than the alloWable time T1, the routine

